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Technical Field

This invention relates to image processing methods for automatic alignment between

image features and defined structures.

Background of the Invention

Many computer vision applications require the enhancement and detection of image

features for objects of interest detection, measurement and/or classification. Application

domain knowledge is available in most of the computer vision applications. The

application domain knowledge can often be represented as structures of image features

such as edges, lines and regions. The structure information can be well defined in

industrial applications such as semiconductor manufacturing, electronic assembly or

machine part inspections. In machine part inspections, most of the work-pieces have

Computer Aided Design (CAD) data available that specifies its components as entities

(LINE, POINT, 3DFACE, 3DPOLYLINE, 3DVERTEX, etc.) and blocks of entities. In

biomedical or scientific applications, structure information can often be loosely defined.
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For example, a cell nucleus is round and different shapes differentiate different types of

blood cells or chromosomes.

Application domain structure information is often encoded into parameters for image

processing and measurements. Structure-guided methods are used to enhance and

measure image features along the directions of the image structures of interest. These

methods provide sub-pixel, high performance image feature extraction, enhancement and

measurements as described in U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 09/738846 entitled,

"Structure-guided Image Processing and Image Feature Enhancement" by Shih-Jong J.

Lee, filed December 15, 2000 and U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 09/739084 entitled,

"Structure Guided Image Measurement Method", by Shih-Jong J. Lee et. al., filed

December 14, 2000 and U.S. Patent Application entitled, "Structure-guided Automatic

Learning for Image Feature Enhancement", by Shih-Jong J. Lee et. al, filed May 23,

2001. However, the processing and measurement results are dependent on the accuracy

of the structure specifications. The results could be erroneous if the image features

mismatch the defined structures.

A general-purpose computer vision system provides teaching functions that encode

application domain structure information and processing algorithms into the system and

application functions that process new images using the encoded structure information

and processing algorithms. In the teaching phase, human error could cause mismatch of

image features with defined structure. In the application phase, mismatch could occur

due to imperfect repeatability of the stage or misplacement of the objects of interest. The

mismatch could significantly degrade the effectiveness of a computer vision system.

Prior Art

Prior art relies on tight control of the alignment between structure specification and

objects of interest. This approach is costly, is subject to error, and produces a non-robust

result. This invention provides a method that automatically detects and compensates for

misalignment between image features and defined structures.
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Objects and Advantages

It is an object of the invention to automatically align image features with defined

structures. The method of this invention facilitates high quality, consistent and reliable

image processing results.

Another objective of this invention is to allow a low skill operator to encode application

domain structure into a structure-guided image processing system and to accept

reasonable errors in accomplishing that task.

A further objective of this invention is to allow effective computer vision applications in

a not well-controlled environment where accurate placement of objects of interest cannot

be guaranteed.

Summary of the Invention

Many computer vision applications require the enhancement and detection of image

features for objects of interest detection, measurement and/or classification. Application

domain knowledge is available in most of the computer vision applications. The

application domain knowledge can often be represented as structures of image features

such as edges, lines and regions. Structure-guided methods are used to enhance and

measure image features of the image structures of interest. These methods provide sub-

pixel, high performance image feature extraction, enhancement and measurement.

A general-purpose computer vision system provides teaching functions that encode

application domain structure information and processing algorithms into the machine

vision system and application functions that process new images using the encoded

structure information and processing algorithms. In the teaching phase, input error could

cause mismatch between image features and application domain structure information. In
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the application phase, mismatch could occur due to imperfect repeatability of the

inspection stage or misplacement of the objects of interest. The invention method

improves on the alignment of application domain structure information with image

features, thereby enhancing accuracy, repeatability, and robustness of objects of interest

detection, measurement and/or classification.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the image structure and

measurement/detection targets are specified using a caliper approach. The method divides

a defined structure region into mutually exclusive sub-regions. It performs robust

structure-guided estimation within each sub-region and then performs a robust structure-

guided estimation combining all sub-regions. The automatic alignment method of this

invention includes a structure estimation step, an alignment decision step and a structure

alignment step.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

The preferred embodiments and other aspects of the invention will become apparent from

the following detailed description of the invention when read in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings which are provided for the purpose of describing embodiments

of the invention and not for limiting same, in which:

Figure 1 shows an image measurement/object detection/object classification system;

Figure 2 shows an image measurement/object detection/object classification system with

the assistance of automatic alignment;

Figure 3A shows a one-dimensional intensity profile of an edge separating a uniform

dark region (left) and a granular bright region (right);

Figure 3B shows a one-dimensional intensity profile of a bright line between two uniform

regions;

Figure 3C shows a one-dimensional intensity profile of a dark line between a granular

dark region (left) and a uniform bright region (right);

Figure 4 shows an example of a directional box caliper having 3 scans;

Figure 5 shows an example of a circle caliper having 8 scans;

Figure 6 shows an example of an arc caliper having 5 scans;

Figure 7 shows the processing steps for an automatic alignment method;

Figure 8 shows the processing steps for structure estimation;

Figure 8A shows a rod type structuring element having a grayscale thickness;

Figure 9 shows the processing steps for distributed estimation;

Figure 10 shows an example of a 5 by 4 division of a box caliper region;

Figure 11 shows an example of an 8 by 2 division of a circle caliper region;

Figure 12 shows an example of a 4 by 2 division of an arc caliper region;

Figure 13 shows a processing architecture for the robust structure-guided estimation

method using a box caliper;

Figure 14 shows a processing architecture for the robust structure-guided estimation

method using circle or arc calipers;
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Figure 15A shows the processing flow of the box caliper alignment decision step;

Figure 15B shows the processing flow of the circle/arc caliper alignment decision step.
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Detailed Description of the Invention

Many computer vision applications require the enhancement and detection of image

features for objects of interest detection, measurement and/or classification. Application

domain knowledge is available in most of the computer vision applications. The

application domain knowledge can often be represented as structures of image features

such as edges, lines and regions. The structure information can be well defined in

industrial applications such as semiconductor manufacturing, electronic assembly or

machine part inspections. In machine part inspections, most of the work-pieces have

Computer Aided Design (CAD) data available that specifies its components as entities

(LINE, POINT, 3DFACE, 3DPOLYLINE, 3DVERTEX, etc.) and blocks of entities. In

biomedical or scientific applications, structure information can often be loosely defined.

For example, a cell nucleus is usually round and different shapes differentiate different

types of blood cells or chromosomes.

Application domain structure information is often encoded into parameters for image

processing and measurements. Structure-guided methods are used to enhance and

measure image features of the image structures of interest. These methods provide sub-

pixel, high performance image feature extraction, enhancement and measurements as

described in U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 09/738846 entitled, "Structure-guided

Image Processing and Image Feature Enhancement" by Shih-Jong J. Lee, filed December

15, 2000 and U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 09/739084 entitled, "Structure Guided

Image Measurement Method", by Shih-Jong J. Lee et. al., filed December 14, 2000 and

U.S. Patent Application entitled, "Structure-guided Automatic Learning for Image

Feature Enhancement", by Shih-Jong J. Lee et. al., filed May 23, 2001. However, the

processing and measurement results are dependent on the accuracy of the structure

specifications. The results could be erroneous if the image features misalign with the

defined structures.

A general-purpose computer vision system provides teaching functions that encode

application domain structure information and processing algorithms into the system and
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application functions that process new images using the encoded structure information

and processing algorithms. In the teaching phase, human error could cause mismatch of

image feature with defined structure. In the application phase, mismatch could occur due

to imperfect repeatability of the inspection stage or misplacement of the objects of

interest. The mismatch could degrade the effectiveness of a computer vision system.

I. Structure-guided Image Processing System

Figure 1 shows the processing flow of an application scenario of this invention. It

consists of a structure-guided image processing system for image feature measurement,

object detection or object classification. As shown in Figure 1, a structure-guided image

feature enhancement module 102 processes the input image 100 to enhance image

features of interest and remove noise or irrelevant information. A method to

automatically design the feature enhancement processing sequence and parameters is

disclosed in co-pending U.S. Patent Application entitled, "Structure-guided Automatic

Learning for Image Feature Enhancement", by Shih-Jong J. Lee et. al., filed May 23,

2001 which is incorporated in its entirety herein. The feature-enhanced image is the basis

for a feature detection module 106 that detects potential feature masks and generates

feature scores 108. Feature scores are the strengths/weights/likelihood values of the

features of interest for pixels within potential feature masks. Potential feature masks can

be generated using the methods disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 09/738846

entitled, "Structure-guided Image Processing and Image Feature Enhancement" by Shih-

Jong J. Lee, filed December 15, 2000 which is incorporated in its entirety herein. Feature

scores are derived in conjunction with feature extraction processes. By choosing the

proper structuring element for the feature extraction processing sequence, structure-

guided feature extraction can be efficiently accomplished. In one embodiment, features

of different structures are extracted using directional elongated structuring elements. A

directional elongated structuring element has limited width in one of its dimensions. If

the measurement of (or within) an object boundary is desired, boundary masks are

generated. In one embodiment of the invention, boundary masks are generated using a

general edge detection method. A connected component labeling step (ref: U.S. Patent
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Application Ser. No. 09/702629, "Run-Length Based Image Processing Programmed in a

Computer", by Shih-Jong J. Lee, filed October 31, 2000) is applied to the boundary

masks to assign a unique label for each connected component of the mask image. The

purpose of the generated masks is to provide rough regions of interest for feature scoring

based upon fine grayscale detection or measurement.

1.1 Bright Edge Extraction

In a preferred embodiment, bright edges are extracted by a grayscale erosion residue

processing sequence defined as:

I - 10 A

Where I is an input image, A is a structuring element and 0 is the grayscale

morphological erosion operation (Sternberg, SR, "Gray-scale morphology," Computer

Vision, Graphics Image Processing, vol. 35, pp333-355, 1986).

1.2 Dark Edge Extraction

In a preferred embodiment, Dark edges are extracted by a grayscale dilation residue

processing sequence defined as:

I © A -

1

Where © is the grayscale morphological dilation operation.

1.3 General Edge Extraction

General edges (both dark and bright edges) can be extracted by the difference of

grayscale dilation and erosion defined as:
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I ® A - 1 © A

1.4 Bright Line/Region Extraction:

In a preferred embodiment, bright lines/regions are extracted by a grayscale opening

residue processing sequence defined as:

I-(IoA)

where o is the grayscale morphological opening operation.

L5 Dark Line/Region Extraction:

Dark lines/regions can be extracted by a grayscale closing residue processing sequence

defined as:

(I .A) -I

where • is the grayscale morphological closing operation.

1.6 Region Contrast Extraction:

In one embodiment of the invention, region contrast is extracted by the difference of

grayscale closing and opening operations on the input image. The processing sequence is

defined as:

(I • A) - (I o A)

1.7 Region Boundary Extraction:

Since two sides of a line are also edges, edge extraction operations will extract lines as

well as edges. When using the same structure element, the edge extraction results,

(bright edge extraction, dark edge extraction and general edge extraction), include the
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corresponding line/region extraction results (bright line/region extraction, dark

line/region extraction, and region contrast extraction). A region boundary consists of

only edges that are in the boundaries of large regions and excludes edges from narrow

lines.

In a preferred embodiment, a bright region boundary is the difference between grayscale

morphological opening and erosion:

I o A - 1 0 A

Similarly, a dark region boundary is the difference between grayscale morphological

dilation and closing:

I® A - 1 • A

And a general region boundary is the difference between the summation of grayscale

morphological opening and dilation and the summation of grayscale morphological

erosion and closing:

(I o A + 1 0 A) - (I & A + I • A).

1.8 Caliper Regions

In another embodiment of this invention, caliper regions are defined by users in lieu of

mask generation. Within the caliper region the feature scores are determined by a

differential method along scan lines of the calipers. An example of the differential

method is a convolution with the following kernel specification (-1,-1,-1,-1,0,1,1,1,1)

followed by a feature detection. In addition, feature masks can be determined by

thresholding the feature scores.

1.9 Uses of Feature Masks and Feature Scores within Caliper or Mask Defined Regions
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The detected feature masks and feature scores can be used for structure-guided estimation

and measurement as disclosed in co-pending U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 09/739084

entitled, "Structure Guided Image Measurement Method", by Shih-Jong J. Lee et. al.,

filed December 14, 2000 wherein two dimensional geometry estimation uses grayscale

images as weights for each connected component in the measurement mask. The

estimation is based on a grayscale weight image rather than a binary image. The

estimation is guided by structure constraints defined from application domain knowledge

to increase accuracy. It uses structure constraints to link multiple features for an

integrated estimation that utilizes a large number of points (large n). Large n reduces the

measurement ambiguity. The results of the structure-guided estimation are symbolic

representation of geometry entities such as lines, points, arcs and circles.

The detected feature masks and feature scores can also be used for object detection and

classification. Potential objects of interest include defects in a semiconductor wafer or

machine parts in video inspection applications. Application domain structure information

114 provides the parameters for structure-guided feature enhancement, structured-guided

feature detection and structured-guided measurement/object detection/object

classification 110 as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows a structure-guided image processing system with the assistance of the

automatic alignment method of this invention. The automatic alignment procedure 212

compares the application domain structure information 214 and the input image 200

features to detect structure misalignment. If misalignment is detected, the application

domain structure information can be automatically updated to align the application

domain structure information with the actual image features.

IL Application Domain Structure and Measurement/Detection Target Specification

Application domain structure information is specified for a measurement/detection task

so the image processing sequence can be properly optimized for the task. The amount
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and extent of the information needed depends on the difficulty of a measurement or

inspection task. Simple tasks require only limited structure and target specification.

Complicated tasks in low signal to noise ratio applications may require detailed structure

information to help resolve ambiguity and enhance measurement or detection results. To

enhance the usability of an image measurement or inspection system, structure

information can be automatically derived from Computer Aided Design (CAD) data or

from learning images. The structure information includes features of interest and their

configuration.

Image boundary types and image region properties can specify target features of interest.

Image boundaries separate image regions. Image boundary types include lines or edges.

Lines can further be characterized as dark lines or bright lines. Adjacent regions are

separated by their boundaries. Region properties reflect the material and geometry of the

object surfaces that are imaged by the measurement/detection system. An image region

can be classified as uniform, granular, noisy, translucent, patterned, etc. It can be further

characterized as a dark or bright region or by its color or color pattern in color images.

Figures 3A, 3B, 3C show one-dimensional profiles of example edge, lines and regions. In

image 3A a dark region 300 is separated from a bright granular region 302. In Figure 3B

a gray region 304 is separated from a dark region 308 by a bright line 306. In Figure 3C a

gray granular region 310 is separated from a bright uniform region 312 by a dark line

314.

Image feature structure characterizes the geometric configuration of the image features of

interest. For example, the features can be arranged as linear, circular or arc structures or

in multiple dimensions, planar, spherical or cylindrical, or pie shaped.

Measurement/detection target specification includes measurement/detection regions

along predefined geometry (lines, circular arcs), etc. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, the image structure and measurement/detection targets are specified using a

caliper approach. Types of calipers used include but are not limited to: directional box

caliper, circle caliper and arc caliper.
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n.l Directional Box Caliper

Referring to Figure 4, a directional box caliper contains a box along a given direction. It

can be specified as center 410 (x_c, y_c), direction vector 412 (a, b) where a
2
+ b

2 = 1

and b>0, length 406 (L) along the box direction and width 408 (w) along the orthogonal

direction, and the number of detection scans 400, 402, 404 that are equal distance apart.

Target feature detection is performed along the detection scans. The direction vector

corresponds to lines in the following representation:

bx - ay + c = 0

The default direction of a box caliper is horizontal, i.e. a direction vector of (0,1). Figure

4 shows an example of a directional box caliper with 3 scans (N_s = 3). Directional box

caliper's specify linear features of interest to be detected that are oriented along the

direction orthogonal to the direction of the caliper. The linear features of interest are

within the region covered by the box caliper and their scale of interest is smaller than the

width of the box caliper. Therefore, a large box caliper emphasizes large features and a

small box caliper highlights small features.

n.2 Circle Caliper

Referring to Figure 5, a circle caliper consists of multiple detection scans 500,506, 508,

510, 512, 514, 516, 520 arranged radially. The radial scans are equal angle apart oriented

outward from the center of the circle. It can be specified as center 522 (x_c, y_c),

starting radius 502 (r_s), ending radius 504 (r_e), and the number of radial scans N_s.

Figure 5 shows an example of a circle caliper having 8 scans (N_s = 8). Circle caliper's

specify circular features of interest that are within the donut-shaped region inside the

circle of radius 502 r_e and outside the circle of radius 504 r_s. That is, the circular

features of interest should have radius between r_s and r_e. A large circle caliper

emphasizes large features and a small circle caliper highlights small features.

II.3 Arc Caliper
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Referring to Figure 6, an arc caliper is a subset of a circle caliper. It consists of multiple

detection scans 600, 604, 608, 610, 612 arranged radially to form the region enclosed by

an arc 602 and the two line segments 600, 612 connecting the center and two end points

of the arc (arc region). The radial scans are equal angle apart oriented outward from the

center of the arc. The number of scans equals the number of detections or measurements

that will be performed. An arc caliper can be specified as center 614 (x_c, y_c), starting

radius 606 (r_s), ending radius 602 (r_e), starting angle 616 (radian_s), ending angle 618

(radian_e), and the number of radial scans 620 (N_s). For convenience, we may require

the ending angle be greater than the starting angle and the angle increases clock-wise.

We define the angle of horizontal axis as 0 radian. Note that arc caliper can be specified

through a graphical user interface where users specify two end points and at least one

more point of the arc and the internal specification can be automatically determined from

the user input. Figure 6 shows an example of an arc caliper having 5 scans (N_s = 5).

Arc caliper specifies arc features of interest that are inside the arc region covered by the

center and the arc of radius r_e yet outside the arc region covered by the center and the

arc of radius r_s. That is, the arc features of interest should have radius between r_s and

r_e. A large arc caliper emphasizes large features and a small arc caliper highlights small

features.

Those skilled in the art should recognize that other means of specifying application

domain structure and measurement/detection target specification can be used in this

invention.

Ill Automatic Alignment

Figure 7 shows the automatic alignment method of this invention including a structure

estimation step 702, an alignment decision step 706 and a structure alignment step 710.

The structure estimation step estimates the feature structure from the input image 700 and

the application domain structure information 714 and provides estimated structure output

704. The alignment decision step 706 determines the requirement for a structure
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alignment 710 and provides alignment parameter output 708. If structure alignment is

necessary, a structure alignment step 710 uses the alignment parameters 708 to align the

application domain structure with the input features.

mi Structure Estimation

The structure estimation process 702 includes a pre-processing step 802 and a structure

guided distributed estimation step 806 as shown in Figure 8. The pre-processing step

enhances image features and the distributed estimation step estimates parameters of

feature structures.

HI. 1.1 Pre-processing

The pre-processing step 802 extracts features from the caliper region of the input image.

In one embodiment of the invention, general edges (both dark and bright edges) are

extracted by the difference of grayscale dilation and erosion operations defined as:

I0A-I0A

Where I is the input image and A is the structuring element. ® designates morphological

dilation operation and 0 designates morphological erosion operation. In a preferred

embodiment, an isotropic structuring element such as a rod (grayscale disk) is used. Such

a structuring element is shown in Figure 8A wherein the area of the disk 812 corresponds

to a selected size and there is a gray level intensity distribution 814 indicated by the three

dimensional nature of the rod. Those skilled in the art should recognize that other types of

structuring element could be used. Furthermore, other image feature extraction methods

can be used for pre-processing as disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Ser. No.

09/738846 entitled, "Structure-guided Image Processing and Image Feature

Enhancement" by Shih-Jong J. Lee, filed December 15, 2000 which is incorporated in its

entirety herein. In addition, noise removal filtering can be applied to the feature extracted

image to remove noise.
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IH. 1.2 Distributed Estimation

The distributed estimation process 806 estimates the structure parameters of the pre-

processed image features within a structure region. It consists of a sub-region generation

902 and a robust structure-guided estimation step 906 as shown in Figure 9. The method

divides a structure region into multiple groups of mutually exclusive sub-regions 904. It

performs robust structure-guided estimation within each group and then performs a

robust structure-guided estimation combining all sub-regions.

HI. 1.2.1 Sub-region Generation

The methods for caliper sub-region generation are described in the following sections.

Box Caliper

In one embodiment of the invention, a box caliper region 1000 is divided into R by C

equal sub-regions (e.g. 1004, 1002, 1006) as shown in Figure 10. Each sub-region has

the same direction as the box caliper. The size of each sub-region can be determined

from application specific information such as the expected alignment tolerance of the

objects of interest. It can also be defined as a function of the size of the feature pre-

processing structuring element A, Size_A. For example, the column size can be defined

as 2* Size_A and the row size can be defined as 4* Size_A. The size can further be

adjusted according to the direction of the box caliper. For example, if the direction of the

box caliper is close to the horizontal axis (direction of feature is close to the vertical

axis), the column size can be reduced yet the row size should be increased to assure a

good direction estimate.

Circle Caliper
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In one embodiment of the invention, a circle caliper region 1100 is divided into A by R

equal angle and equal radial length sub-regions as shown in Figure 11. The size of each

sub-region 1102, 1104 can be determined from application specific information such as

the expected alignment tolerance of the objects of interest. It can also be defined as a

function of the size of the feature pre-processing structuring element A, Size_A. For

example, the radial size can be defined as 2* Size_A and the minimum arc size can be

defined as 4* Size_A.

Arc Caliper

In one embodiment of the invention, an arc caliper region 1200 is divided into A by R

equal angle and equal radial length sub-regions as shown in Figure 12. The size of each

sub-region 1202, 1204 can be determined from application specific information such as

the expected alignment tolerance of the objects of interest.

IQ. 1.2.2 Robust Structure-guided Estimation

Box Caliper

Figure 13 shows one embodiment of the invention wherein pixels in each sub-region are

given weights for feature direction estimation. In the initial state, weights are determined

from an image pre-processed caliper region 1300. A robust feature direction estimation

and weight adjustment procedure 1302 is performed for each row of the sub-regions. The

procedure adjusts the weights of the sub-regions using the direction estimation results.

After row-wise estimation and weight adjustment 1302 is performed, the robust feature

direction estimation procedure is applied to each column of the sub-regions to further

adjust weights 1304. Finally a robust estimate is performed on all sub-regions 1306 to

yield the overall feature direction estimate 1308.

In one embodiment of the invention, the robust feature direction estimation and weight

adjustment procedure for a group of box caliper sub-regions is:
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1. For each sub-region, estimate the feature direction using line estimation without

constraints. The cost function for line m at sub-region m can be defined as

Costm
= 2 ^amx^bm y^cm l

2 ~Ma\b^ -I)

Where im is the sub- region defined for the estimation of line m and Wj is the pixel value

for pixel i, in the pre-processed image Iw [Xi][yi] within the sub-region Lm . A closed form

solution exists for determining a/n , &m and Cfn that minimize Costm .

2. For a group of sub-regions, estimate the feature direction using line estimation

constrained by parallelism relation.

The structure constraint includes a group of parallel lines L. The cost function is

- A ( a
2

+ b
2 - 1 )

2

Cost = 2 Z w .[a x . + £, y. +
Cfn \ g / „ 2 , u 2

m e L i e r

A closed form solution exists for determining a, b and cm that minimize cost.

3. Compare the sub-region feature direction estimated in step 1, Um , bm the grouP

direction estimate determined in step 2 and adjust weight for the sub-region m based on

an error measure related to the difference between am ,bm and a, b. The weight

adjustment method disclosed in U.S. Patent Application entitled, "Robust Method for

Image Feature Estimation", by Seho Oh et. al., filed May 31, 2001 which is incorporated

in its entirety herein can be used. This method provides better fitting results by using the

previous fitting result to adjust the weight image. The feature mask image and the weight

image are used in combination to create best fitting structure parameter values.
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In one embodiment of the invention, the pixel values for the weight image in a sub-region

m is multiplied by an adjustment factor which is the non-increasing function of the error

measure that can be calculated as Euclidean distance between a and a, b. That is,

and T is a parameter that determines the magnitude of adjustment and the speed of

convergence.

Those skilled in the art should recognize that other error measures, for example the error

measures for sub-region m, can be calculated as

Where a is a combination factor.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 using updated weights until the difference is small or a maximum

number of iterations is achieved. The resulting a and b are the feature direction estimate

outcome of this procedure.

As shown in Figure 13, the above estimation and weight adjustment procedure is applied

to each row of the sub-regions first. The estimation and weight adjustment procedure is

then applied to each column of the sub-regions for further weight adjustment. The final

estimate of the feature direction is determined by applying the robust estimate procedure

to all sub-regions at once.

Iw_neM [y] = IwM [y] * r(^(a-am )

2

+(b-bm )

2

;
T)

where r(z;T) is a non-increasing function such as

2
'
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Circle/Arc Caliper

As shown in Figure 14, in one embodiment of the invention pixels in each sub-region are

given weights for center estimation. In the initial state, weights are determined from

image pre-processing 1400. A robust circle center estimation procedure 1402 is

performed for sub-regions of the same radial segment. The procedure adjusts the weights

of the sub-regions using the center estimation results. After radial-wise estimation and

weight adjustment is performed, the robust center estimation procedure is applied to sub-

regions of the same angular range to further adjust weights 1404. Finally a robust

estimate is performed for all sub-regions 1406 to produce a center estimation result 1408.

The robust direction estimation and weight adjustment method for a group of circle/arc

caliper sub-regions is:

1. For each sub-region, estimate the center of a circular arc without constraints. The cost

function for a circular arc m at sub-region m can be defined as

2 2 2
Costm = 2- w

i
Kx

i +y
t

) + am x
i
+ bm y

i

+ cm \

i G C

Where Cm is the sub- region defined for the estimation of circular arc m and Wi is the

pixel value for pixel i, in the pre-processed image Iw[Xi][yi]. A closed form solution

exists for determining am , £m and cm that minimize Costm . The center of the

am bm
circle/circular arc mis located at (xcm,ycm) = (-

2 2
)•

2. For a group of sub-regions, estimate the center of circular arcs constrained by the same

center point.
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The structure constraint requires that all circle(s)/circular arc(s) have a common unknown

center point.

The cost function is

Cost 1j ^ wftxi + y
t

) + a x
t
+b y i

+ cm l

c r- ^ 1 € Cm e C °m

A closed form solution exists for determining a, b and cm for all m e C that minimize

Cost.

3. Compare the sub-region center estimated from step 1 with the group center estimate

from step 2 for each of the sub-regions. Adjust weight for the sub-regions based on an

error measure related to the difference between the center estimates. The weight

adjustment method disclosed in the robust estimation method of U.S. Patent Application

entitled, "Robust Method for Image Feature Estimation", by Seho Oh et. al., filed May

31, 2001 which is incorporated in its entirety herein can be used. This method provides

better fitting results by using the previous fitting result to adjust the weight image. The

feature mask image and the weight image are used in combination to create best fitting

structure parameter values.

In one embodiment of the invention, the pixel values for the weight image in a sub-region

m is multiplied by an adjustment factor which is the non-increasing function of the error

measure that can be calculated as Euclidean distance between am ,bm and a, b. That is,

Iw.nelA [y] - IwM [y]
* r^(a-aj+(b-bj2

;T)

where r(z;T) is a non-increasing function such as
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and T is a parameter that determines the magnitude of adjustment and the speed of

convergence.

Those skilled in the art should recognize that other error measures. For example, the

error measures for sub-region m can be calculated as

Where a is a combination factor.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 using updated weights until the difference is small or a maximum

number of iterations is achieved. The resulting

is the center estimate outcome of this procedure.

As shown in Figure 14, the above center estimate and weight adjustment procedure 1402

is applied to sub-regions of the same radial segment first and then applied to sub-regions

of the same angular range for further weight adjustment 1404. The final estimate of the

center is determined after applying the robust estimate procedure to all sub-regions at

once 1406 to produce the center estimation result 1408.

DI.2 Alignment Decision

a

(xc ,yc)= ( , )
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As shown in Figure 15, the alignment decision step compares the caliper direction 1500

or center 1550 with the estimated feature direction 1510 or center 1560. If the difference

is greater than an acceptable threshold value, the caliper region is re-aligned (direction

change for box caliper region and center change for circle or arc caliper) to match the

estimated parameters.

In one embodiment of the invention, the difference measurement 1520 between estimated

feature direction and a box caliper direction can be defined as

Where (ac , bc) is the unit direction vector specified by the box caliper and (ae , be) is the

estimated unit direction vector from the image.

The re-alignment of box caliper will be performed if a difference threshold 1530 is

exceeded

Where Tb0X is the box caliper alignment threshold.

In this case, the estimated feature direction is the alignment parameter 1540. Otherwise,

the alignment parameter is set to 0.

Similarly, in one embodiment of the invention, the difference measurement 1570 between

the estimated center and the center of a circle or an arc caliper can be defined as

Where (xc , yc) is the center position specified by the caliper and (xe , ye) is the estimated

center position from the image.

Diff_box = COS 1

(ac * ae + bc * bc)

Diff_box > Tbox
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The re-alignment of circle/arc caliper will be performed if a difference threshold 1580 is

exceeded

Where Tc ircie/arc is the circle/arc caliper alignment threshold.

In this case, the estimated center position is the alignment parameter 1590. Otherwise, the

alignment parameter is set to 0.

DI.3 Structure Alignment

The re-alignment of box caliper changes its direction vector to (ae ,
be) yet keeps the same

values for its center (x_c, y_c), length (L) width (w), and the number of detection scans

The re-alignment of circle/arc caliper simply changes its center location to (xe , ye) and

keeps all other caliper parameters unchanged.

The invention has been described herein in considerable detail in order to comply with

the Patent Statutes and to provide those skilled in the art with the information needed to

apply the novel principles and to construct and use such specialized components as are

required. However, it is to be understood that the inventions can be carried out by

specifically different equipment and devices, and that various modifications, both as to

the equipment details and operating procedures, can be accomplished without departing

from the scope of the invention itself.

Diff_ circle/arc > TC i rcie/arc

(N_s).
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